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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 
 
 
 

Fe (Plasma Iron Turnover) 
 
 
 

by 
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Master of Fine Arts in Visual Arts 
 

University of California, San Diego, 2011 
 

Jordan Crandall, Chair 
 

 
        

 “Fe (Plasma Iron Turnover)” is a work, or compilation of interrelating works, endeavoring to 

generate a custom strategy for conducting experimental information exploration.  Beginning with a 

single event in world news, the explosion of a gas plant in Western Australia in June of 2008, “Fe 

(Plasma Iron Turnover)” teases out the physical, contextual, and subtextual cues of the story to develop 

and articulate a methodology for discovering related events, both backwards and forwards in history, 

and for producing visual artworks, written text, and materializing the transitions between events, 

objects, and ideas.  The following text is a written component of this larger project.  This text, entitled 

“Kunmurrng/Osteoblast: X-ray Painting and Radiant Energy,” links the practice of X-ray painting by an 

indigenous language group in Australia to the immediate reception of X-ray technology in Europe and 

America at the turn of the twentieth-century.  A middle ground can be found between these seemingly 

disparate practices and cultures, one of strategic viewing.  “Kunmurrng/Osteoblast: X-ray Painting and 

Radiant Energy” is not only a unit within the larger project of “Fe (Plasma Iron Turnover),” but also a 

forum for organizing principles integral to “Fe (Plasma Iron Turnover)”; namely, the important moment 

of initial perception and what information is afforded to the viewer for making subsequent decisions. 



1 

 

Chapter 1: Kunmurrng/Osteoblast: X-ray Painting and Radiant Energy 
 
 

 

Precept / Percept / Propriocept 

 

 When the X-ray came into the world in 1895 the European-American artistic consciousness 

was already reforming its relationship to objectivity in traditional media. Édouard Manet’s Portrait of 

Émile Zola (1868) was almost thirty years past and the brushwork of Zola’s trousers had refracted into a 

multiplicity of visual forms: from Seurat’s La Grande Jatte (1884-86) to Albert Pinkham Ryder’s 

paradoxically dream-infused, materialist painting Moonlight Marine, worked, and re-worked, through 

the 1890s.1  The X-ray, like these paintings that take up perception directly but also go beyond the 

visual surface to another organizational logic, has an appearance positioned between abstraction and 

representation, or, more specifically, between the recognizable and its interior.  The atomism of 

Seurat’s La Grande Jatte exhibits both that paintings are made up of smaller parts and likewise the rest 

of the visible world beneath the surface; though from the appropriate vantage and with specific tools, 

the human eye and only the human eye, a unity is apparent.  In broad, almost living, color strokes, 

Moonlight Marine testifies to a surface distinct from what it represents but also has its decisions in 

Pinkham’s armature of an intensive dream sensibility: “What avails a storm cloud accurate in form and 

color if the storm is not therein.”2 

 The X-ray paintings by Kunwinjku artists of western Arnhem Land in Australia’s Northern 

Territory have long been predecessors to the brief moment in which the inception of X-ray technology 

coincided with artistic production in Europe and America.3 Their paintings literally show the insides of 

the subject matter painted.  For example, the X-ray painting may be of barramundi djenji [fish], 

mayhmayh [bird species], kunj [macropods], or other animals and figures but the exterior of the 

‘creature’ is not the limit of possible vision.  Included in these works is skeletal structure and vital 
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organs within specific body cavities of the creatures.  Additionally, Kunwinjku cosmology is inside X-

ray paintings, which then become communication surfaces within the community and are Ancestral 

knowledge transferred to successive generations.    

 What is significant of both the X-ray technology, or Röntgen radiation, and X-ray paintings of 

the Kunwinjku language group in western Arnhem Land?  It is of particular interest here to not 

characterize either Kunwinjku paintings or the X-ray photograph (and process) as representations or 

encoded facts only, but as significant experiences that have operational consequences to a culture.  On 

the one hand the reverberations from the invention of the X-ray in the culture of America and Europe 

may be seen to extend beyond the objective image to a more abstracted psychology of the body, life, 

and death; and on the other hand, the way perception and socialization of X-ray paintings resonate with 

Kunwinjku may be seen to have a reality attached to their cosmology unlike the seeming approximation 

of the painting taken only as representation.  The purpose being to work from disparate points to find 

common ground, if any, that distinguishes something particular in deep and divisive looking. 

 

The X-ray Experience in Western Arnhem Land 

 

 Luke Taylor’s book Seeing the Inside: Bark Paintings in Western Arnhem Land is my primary 

source for descriptions of Kunwinjku X-ray paintings and culture.  Taylor accounts very thoroughly for 

the multipart social signification of imagery in bark and cave X-ray paintings.  He uses a linguistic 

model derived from Saussure, Chomsky, Barthes, and Lévi-Strauss to pattern iconic representation from 

structural relations.  However, the descriptions of X-ray paintings in Seeing the Inside can be read for 

their operative content; content which makes them conditions of existence for Kunwinjku cosmology. 

 The distinction between experiences derived from descriptive linguistic categories 

(signification) and language generated from important experience (significance) is apt to the 

progression of this essay.  A primacy of non-linguistic apprehension on the part of Kunwinjku towards 

their paintings is suggested here because the system depends on more than community agreement of 

signs, in that a majority of the community is excluded from total knowledge, which itself is a 
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fragmented process.4  An affirmation of Ancestral presence in cave paintings (paintings existing before 

modern generations), the responsibility of Ancestors for designs, and the orientation of this to aspects of 

daily life like hunting and territory navigation invests Kunwinjku art with connection to a lived reality.  

A more immanent understanding then, one from Kunwinjku experience in addition to sign: 

 This dreaming man, [secret name], Nakangila, Yirridjdja.  He was living here and was 
 man before.  A big cyclone came and the man ran from the cave which has his smoke 
 black roof and left his footprints from rock to rock and he jumped up and became part 
 of the rock….Man couldn’t have painted this spirit because it is too high on the rock
 for men toreach.  (Taylor 1996: 150) 

 
 Here, for example, Taylor quotes Bobby Barrdjaray, a Kunwinjku painter, describing a rock 

painting at Inyaluk rock shelter near Oenpelli.  The Ancestor, the “man before,” has to be directly 

involved for the sign to have meaning and so could be better described semiotically as ‘index,’ but 

nowhere is this term used by Taylor.  C.S. Peirce makes a clear distinction between the type of sign 

capable of being “affected” by its “object” – an index – and the sign that only has a likeness to its 

“object” – an icon.5  Paintings are considered “consubstantial with the Ancestral beings themselves, the 

imprint left behind when the being passed into the rock” and thus “provide tangible ‘proof’ of the 

reality of the ancestral world.”6  In this sense, not only are the “footprints” results of the experience of 

the Ancestor but the direct relationship of human stature to where the Ancestor became part of the rock 

establishes the reality and not an arbitrary relationship between signified and signifier.7 That place on 

the rock is afforded (J.J. Gibson) to qualities of Ancestors but not afforded to humans.  This essay 

considers semiotics a tool for memory and education, as does Taylor, rather than the basis for 

Kunwinjku artistic experience, unlike Taylor, and so a difference from Taylor in this respect coincides 

with the help he provides in his relatively recent study.8 

 

What Does X-ray Painting Do? 

 

 There are many variations and innovations in Kunwinjku paintings that cover a diverse range 

of experience – indeed Kunwinjku are unique toward innovation among Arnhem Land groups in this 

regard.  For instance, internal cross-hatching within the painted figure called rarrk – which according to 
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Taylor was first applied to paintings in the late 1960’s by way of the artists Tirawala and Marralwanga9 

– moved the physicality of the painted subjects to the metaphysical in a personalized way.  By utilizing 

the geometric designs from Mardayin10 ceremonies – painted on the body – to fill the figures in 

paintings with “semi-ritual status,” artists with the most Ancestral knowledge are able to layer up secret 

and privileged meaning taken from ceremonies.11  This is a formal and conceptual abstraction process, 

but one that emerges from the foundational understanding of the Ancestral period and grounded by the 

first order of an X-ray painting: the secular and the bodily.  A distinct exterior for a creature is painted, 

then skeletal structure and internal organs build the interior of the creature.  

 

 

Figure 1: Kunwinjku X-ray motifs for kangaroo, with organs (Taylor 1996: 136). 

  

 Taylor discusses the “divided-body template” as a procedure of X-ray painting layout where 

the “figure is not just a ‘shell’12 but is composed of divided and separate, though ultimately articulated, 

parts.”13  Judith Ryan, in more suggestive language, notes the “concern is not with surface skin, scales, 

feathers and fur but with what lies inside or is hidden.”14  This is because there is more than the 

depiction of vital organs and intestines of animals, though these are part of the purpose.  The paintings 
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provide information for food animals [mayh], a map of the animal’s insides for butchering purposes, of 

transformative Ancestral forms (including animal forms), and the features of territory – all of which the 

Ancestor is responsible for.  The sum of this information can be contained in the painting, and the  

painting itself – the viewing of it and its reifying of Ancestral forms through this viewing – is 

significant for its communication properties within the community and for passing Ancestral knowledge 

to younger Kunwinjku: 

           
Ideas regarding the plentiful supply of fat game are intimately linked with pride in 
the ownership of lands that can support such animals and indeed with ideas regarding 
the successful management of those lands through ceremonial performance….In some 
paintings, artists depict the motifs representing the body organs of the animals 
detached from the figure to show the butchering process. In particular there is a focus 
on detaching the body organs…Kunwinjku relate their rules for the division of game 
to the myth which describes how the mimih spirits first showed humans the correct 
way to cut and cook their animals.  Children first learn to associate the motifs of X-
ray paintings with their experience of the division and sharing of game which also 
occurs in the public arena…Significantly, humans are not painted with the iconic X-
ray infill, and humans are not included within the category term mayh.  
(Taylor 1996:227)  

 
 Taylor demonstrates the layering of actions around the composition of X-ray paintings of 

animals rendered in the “iconic” style.  This initial description sets down a ground for the motif, 

allowing the trafficking of a number of significant operations.  That the supply of fat game is a source 

of pride and linked to land ownership works towards multiple ends without coincidence and is 

exemplified in the technique of division.  Dividing the lands, or making a map of distinguishing terrain 

features such as creeks, billabongs, or rock ledges, is synchronized with the categorization, articulation, 

and isolation (to the point of even removing them from the body in some cases) of differing body parts 

within the animal: the “divided-body template.”  

 A body can be thought of then as corporeal, as territory, as active knowledge, and as the 

concrete form of Ancestors.  However, the differentiation of body parts is not done for scientific 

purposes – as in cataloguing for the sake of archiving knowledge itself, on reserve and without 

activity – but as an articulation of importance and distinction itself, i.e. a waterhole is to be 

remembered as within the Ancestral lands of the community and the animal whose internal organs 

denote those features may also be found within this territory.15 16  Similarly, distinction resides with 
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older members of the community, as does the knowledge of Ancestral beings and command of the 

painting techniques.  If the quote from Bobby Barrdjaray is taken into account there is further cause 

for the forms to be the place where ideas about Ancestors originate and for paintings of them to be 

first objective before symbolic – since Ancestors themselves touch them, beings that have never 

been seen save for in the paintings: 

           The Ancestral beings do have fantastic qualities, but the paintings are intended to be 
           interpreted as evidence of the truth of these beings.  The paintings show the Ancestral 
           beings in their transforming state and allow young Kunwinjku to experience this 
 directly.  In addition, the paintings show how the Ancestral world is related to the 
 phenomenal world.  Different parts of these Ancestral representations look like 
 ordinary animals, humans, or objects which are familiar.  These different 
 manifestations comprise the alternative representations of the Ancestral being in the 
 natural world. (Taylor 1996: 194) 
 
and Ryan: 

 
The conjunction of metaphysical and physical elements, the revelation of the cosmic 
within the concrete, gives Kunwinjku art its transformational edge.  Both sorts of 
subject-matter mayh (food animals) and djang (Dreaming) – interpenetrate.  For the 
Kunwinjku all living matter, including the veins and sinews of the land, is djang or 
has Ancestral associations.  In the language of art, all that lives is subsumed within 
the bodily outline of the Ancestral Being, the original creator of the designs that 
invoke his presence and power.  Abstract conceptions are contained within a visual 
framework. (Ryan 1990: 77) 

 
 
 

A Visual Framework: Hardening of the Dream 

 

 The Kunwinjku word for bone, kunmurrng, can “be extended to refer to the ‘hard core or 

basis’ of an object or issue.”17  Taylor notes that the “skeletal motifs used in human and animal figures 

are often exactly the same, and this type of infill allows artists to point to the identities between human 

and Ancestral figures in animal form.”18 This pre-subjective, non-Dreaming material, the bone, I would 

suggest is an instance of Kunwinjku objectivity19 because of the relatively limited motifs and 

positioning artists apply in the painting of animal and human forms (in this case iconographic, based on 

likeness, and linked syntagmatically through associations over time where stylistic variation occurs: 

such as a ‘v’ shape for ribs seen in human representation and Ancestors in animal form); such that they 
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agree these are the base features of a living thing (or dead thing, in the case of paintings of postmortem 

skeletons) and so are definitely present.20 

 

 

Figure 2: Skeletal X-ray motifs (Taylor 1996: 140). 

 

 

Figure 3: Drawing depicting the Rainbow serpent with rarrk design and waterholes (Taylor 1996: 230). 
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Kunwinjku regard the X-ray technique – without rarrk infill – as just for “food animals or myrrh as 

opposed to a Dreaming figure or djang.”21  Kunwinjku artists avoiding the fleshy, higher organs of the 

heart, stomach, and intestines of the human figure illuminate this.  The X-ray infill “identifies the figure 

with the more mundane level of meaning,”22 so the human body is not appropriate for rendering in X-

ray form because it is too spiritual in nature.  However, because of the material permanence of bones, 

when a human is rendered in X-ray motif it is read as having strong spiritual content “identified with 

the wayarra or kunmalng souls of the dead.”23  Contained in myths of the Kunwinjku, like the 

kunmalng or clan spirit, is a suggestion that bones hold these spirits.  The argument for the ‘indexical’ 

affectation of the imagery is maintained here when bones are returned to djang sites of the deceased and 

can be: “swallowed by the Rainbow serpent….Dead humans are like the Ancestral species, and animal 

species, in that they are all ‘food’ of the Rainbow serpent….Major ceremonies, such as the Wubarr,24 

ensure the fertility of the natural and human worlds because they call on the Rainbow serpent to 

regurgitate both human spirits and natural species.” (1996: 238).  Again, there is no extrinsic aspect to 

the paintings as they draw up equivalences between all material things in cycles – included are the 

paintings themselves, which become a type of face for a process they are involved in and assist.25 

 

Meeting in the Middle (Turned on Itself) 

 

Plate 1: Indigenous cave painting at Djulirri in the Wellington Range, Arnhem Land 
(Photo Rick Stevens). 
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 In the 1970s non-native Australians discovered the caves at Djulirri in the Wellington Range, 

Arnhem Land, where depicted on the rock walls and overhangs are the trade-ships of Europe and Asian.  

These were rediscovered in 2008 by Daryl Guse, a doctoral student from the Australian National 

University in Canberra, working with the local indigenous elder Ronald Lamilami.  Among these 

paintings are depicted the now extinct Tasmanian tiger, WWII battleship and guns, biplanes, a bicycle, 

portraits of boxers, a sea captain, a missionary, and traders.  The oldest of the some 1,500 paintings 

depict the Chinese trading ships26 and Macassan proas — trading boats from Sulawesi (now part of 

Indonesia) – which supports evidence that indigenous Australians had contact with other civilizations 

centuries before the British arrived in the eighteenth century.27  The X-ray technique is applied to some 

of the animals but more unique is the display of cargo in the ship bowels in this way. 

 As an inverse to this, I would like to bring up a recent occurrence significant to this essay: the 

use of radiation to determine the best conservatory approach to bark paintings of the indigenous artists 

in the Arnhem Land.  The study, entitled The use of radiation for the study of material of cultural 

heritage significance, was done by D.C. Creagh and V. Otieno-Alego of the Cultural Heritage Research 

Centre, Division of Sciences and Design, University of Canberra.  They turned the X-ray onto these 

paintings to ascertain the composition of the bark and its preparation, the pigments, and the binders 

used by Arnhem Land artists.  They used a number of different processes when mapping the element 

constitution of pigments, the type (such as wax, egg whites, plant resin and gums) and stage of 

degradation the binding medium has achieved, and how “homogeneous” is the molecular bonding 

created by “firing” the Eucalyptus bark used for painting.  Finding, for instance, that bark fired both 

inside and outside better stabilizes it for painting because the starch grains break down and fill in, the 

researchers have been able to influence the handling, display design, and storage of original artifacts 

held by the new National Museum of Australia.  The results have also been reported to the indigenous 

communities that paint for their livelihood.28  

 Though the researchers make no mention of it directly in their short article, ostensibly the 

radiation could have been applied to an X-ray painting.  Here there is an opportunity for a flattening of 

content and vision: the eye of the radiant particles matched up with the eyes of Arnhem people; the 
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world is visually penetrated with the X-ray technique and, like their lands, Arnhem people see their 

world penetrated by outside civilizations; as well as a reflexive moment were the namesake contacts, 

literally touches, its simulacrum – though in the case of the tradition of X-ray painting, coming long 

before X-ray technology, the sequencing is confused.  

 

Trans-x: A Newer Energetic 

 

 

Plate 2: X-ray of X-ray tubes, Albert Peignot, 1896. 

 

 Towards the conclusion of his essay Invisible Worlds, Visible Media, on the new discoveries 

afforded by technological development at the turn of the twentieth century, Tom Gunning brings up the 

inventor of the Crookes tube (cathode ray tube), British physicist William Crookes.  It was Crookes’ 

invention that played a foundational role in producing X-rays and Gunning sites Crooke’s interest in 

scientific technology’s ability to also provide proof for Spiritualism: 
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           Crookes, in his 1896 presidential address to the Society for Psychical Research 
 (which likely had an influence on Duchamp), claimed that the discovery of X-rays 
 shifted our senses of reality away from the tangible and visible evidences of the 
 senses and toward a universal sensation of vibration, the oscillation of energy that lay 
 behind electricity, magnetism, and perhaps the nature of consciousness itself.  Could 
 photography provide the sort of sensitive medium that could capture this new
 vibrating, rather than visual, universe?29 
 
 It is important to note that while the X-ray is a discovery taking its full form in 1895 it is only 

made visible by pairing with the earlier development of photography, also misleading early reception of 

this new and different form.  The striking sight residual traces of dense material produce when high-

energy electromagnetic radiation of very short wavelengths passes through paper, wood, or flesh startles 

the Enlightenment comfort with the human eye.  Empiricism itself was, at this time, limited by the self-

imposed veracity of the subject observing the world.30 So, not only were photographs of the body’s 

interior strange for their newness, but the fact that higher powered devices could afford this new 

perception opened up speculation of directly apprehending other invisible phenomena.31 32Gunning also 

reminds that looking at early photography reveals a multitude of abstract marks resulting from sensitive 

glass plates used for negatives, as well as the ghost-trails of movement during long exposure times.33 

 Whereas straight photography could be manipulated to produce intentional ghosting or marks, 

and even though “X-rays were widely hailed as the ‘new photography,’ the visual model they offered 

was severed from any connection to human vision, and the pictures they made were visual records of 

unverifiable truths.  Nature had indeed drawn her own picture, but it was like nothing the world had 

ever seen.”34  Called X-rays by their inventor Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen because the form of 

electromagnetic radiation he inadvertently discovered while experimenting with the Crookes tube was 

inexplicable;35 it was not until this invisible radiant energy came into contact with a photographic plate 

that it was apparent to the human eye, and interoception now had an exteroceptive counterpart.  The 

shadows of the dense bone and any metals marked the segmented framework of the human and animal 

while the flesh attached remained as a transparent, milky outline.36 
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Application of X-rays to Strategic Life 

 

 Corey Keller relays in his essay The Naked Truth or the Shadow of Doubt? 

X-Rays and the Problematic of Transparency (2004) that viewers of the first X-rays experienced 

mortality upon seeing pictures of their own bones.  Keller looks to a cartoon published in a February 

1896 issue of Life magazine in which an X-ray photographer is depicted asking a country farmer 

holding a scythe to “Look pleasant, please,” even though the farmer is smiling.  In the upper right-hand 

corner of the cartoon the projected image just taken shows a skeleton holding what now reads as the 

Grim Reaper’s “scythe of death.”  Keller remarks:  

     In his depiction of the X-ray picture as a traditional portrait, the cartoonist has 
 effected a double reversal: not only does the X-ray equipment operate like a 
 conventional camera (which is to say backward), but the conventional reading of the 
 photographic image is itself inverted.  The photograph is here figured as an image that 
 reveals unsuspected truths, rather than documents observable phenomena…. By 
 discrediting any understanding of the visible world as inherently truthful, the X-ray 
 portrait reveals the utter superficiality of such truth seeking enterprise. (2004: 3) 
 

 

Figure 4: “The New Roentgen Photography: ‘Look Pleasant Please.” Life, Febuary 27, 
1896. 

 
  

 Debunking the rational observer of the Cartesian model as subjective and physiologically 

biased, the X-ray, unlike the photograph that documents the already visible, provided a “super-human” 

perception carried out by nature itself.37 As discomposing as this “organic knowledge” was to the 
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general population, the medical community picked up the technology in stride, particularly surgeons.  

Keller: “Suddenly it was possible to see broken bones and to locate deeply-embedded foreign objects 

without transgressing the skin.”38  Anatomic knowledge had always come from surgery on corpses39 or 

trial and error; the picture provided by radiation in the late nineteenth century was an original instance 

of painless (save for heavy doses of radiation in early cases, especially public displays)40 yet accurate 

confidence of how to proceed surgically. The framework of the body, its internal structures, mapped out 

a terrain of distinguished landmarks, entry points, and targets.  An evolution of the X-ray, the CT scan, 

would later provide even more exactingly precise images and surgical maneuvers, via computer 

constructed images derived from cross-sectional X-ray beams through dense body parts like the brain.41  

Preserving the living body moved from recycling of the deceased to transposing of the form itself. 

 

Conclusions 

 

 “There is no proof that such a thing is possible. It is like offering the photograph of a ghost, 

where there is no proof that there is any such thing as a ghost.” (Golan 1998: 450) 

  

 There might be many opportunities within the research to draw comparisons between the 

phenomena of Kunwinjku X-ray painting and X-ray technology.  For instance, social status of the artist 

and scientist, in terms of their ability to read the composition their respective fields require.  Or the 

medium in which they both work could be argued is one that has the terms and means provided after the 

initial discovery is made: the Kunwinjku artists follow the index of Ancestral forms left by ancient 

paintings and the medical doctor allows the pencil of nature to provide the course of action.  On the 

other hand, the differences, while represented disparately, pull towards one another by way of cognitive 

and cultural significance.  But I have tried to describe them by the weight carried in the moment of 

apprehension, where the consubstantiation is most tangible and also most transcendent. 

 For the western world, religion at the threshold of the X-ray invention (and seen with 

Nietzsche’s “God is Dead”) has transformed into one of devotion to matter-energy circulation.  Belief 
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was given to observation and extended into, and onto, technology capable of overcoming the 

inadequacies of a will wanting to go beyond itself.  When radiant energy passes through matter the 

imprint of that movement is left and becomes ‘proof’42 of both the veracity of the technique and the 

concrete world beneath the surface of vision. 

 Is there anti-idealism in the western sense with Kunwinjku when they incorporate the 

circulation of material – dead and pre-dead – into an entropic process of equilibrium, as with the 

Wubarr ceremony? When the Ancestor jumps into the rock and leaves a place-marker of presence, 

becoming an objective basis for the Kunwinjku ontology, there begins from that point on a recorded 

history.  Similarly with X-ray photography, before there is a picture of the inside of the body there is a 

different orientation to the self-conscious, interoceptive body.  Vision is changed, it becomes divisive, 

able to analyze in terms of importance: where is the best portion of fatty meat? where is the fracture in 

the patient’s finger?  Though, each necessitates a particular eye in order to see all that is there.  An 

elder Kunwinjku artist has the means of production, as it were, in the memory of artistic techniques.  

This can account for the variation and innovation of X-ray paintings with the more geometric rarrk 

infill while still being able to communicate figure form.  Compare this with the abstraction of mangled 

bodies surgeons must deal with.  There are of course greater and lesser degrees of the means of 

production.  The older men in the community hold more than the younger men or the women; these 

men have greater connection to the knowledge of Ancestral history, where food sources are located, and 

the boundaries/landmarks of Ancestral land.  Like surgeons, older Kunwinjku artist have an operational 

knowledge. 

 The surgeon knows the body as a series of cuts to be made, sees beyond the affective, subject-

laden flesh to a geometrical body; in one sense, a metaphysics produced by focusing on the “hard core 

or basis of an issue.”43 Similarly with X-rays, the radiant energy literally cuts through matter – like any 

good metaphysics.  Walter Benjamin likens the cameraman and camera to a surgeon: “assembling 

multiple fragments under a new law…it offers, precisely because of the thoroughgoing permeation of 

reality with mechanical equipment, an aspect of reality which is free of all equipment.”44  The surgeon’s 

schematic is in a dependent relationship with what is in fact there, but successfully heightened by the 
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degree and experience of doctoral education, multiplied and mutated at specific moments in history by 

the available technology.  In the case of both the Kunwinjku and the witnesses to early X-rays, what is 

most complex about a discourse that wants to leap out of physiology is that it begins with the secular or, 

conversely, provides backstory for the status of matter within the discourse and thereby its significance 

to that story. 
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Endnotes 

                                                
1 While there are other examples, these two works have been chosen for the similarity to aboriginal art 
production, namely “dot paintings” – the pointillism in Seurat and the literal presence of dreams in 
Ryder. 
 
2 Ryder in Arnason and Prather 1998: 63. 
 
3 The Australian Government Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade holds it to be over 50,000 years 
ago and Spirit In Land, a catalogue from an Exhibition in the National Gallery of Victoria, at over 
60,000. 
 
4 Taylor 1996: 102. 
 
5 Pierce 1987: 143. 
 
6 Taylor 1996: 150. 
 
7 Consider instead this alternate orientation provided by a philosopher and educator contemporaneous to 
those structural linguists, John Dewey: “The thinker has his esthetic moment when his ideas cease to be 
mere ideas and become the corporate meanings of objects.  The artist has his problems and thinks as he 
works.  But his thought is more immediately embodied in the object.  Because of the comparative 
remoteness of his end, the scientific worker operates with symbols, words and mathematical signs.  The 
artist does his thinking in the very qualitative media he works in, and the terms lie so close to the object 
that he is producing that they merge directly into it” (Dewey 1934: 15-16). 
 
8 It is worth noting that behaviors dependent on language can only dependably be traced back 40,000 
years to the Upper Paleolithic period – and only in Australia to 35,000 years using radiocarbon dating – 
whereas the previous footnote quoted the Australian Government Department of Foreign Affairs and 
Trade stating Kunwinjku X-ray paintings are over 50,000 years old, leaving at least 10,000 years of 
documented non-linguistic art (Holden 1998: 1455). 
 
9 “Kunwinjku retain the generally figurative orientation of their bark paintings and only use cross-
hatching patterns on the interior of the figure form, often in conjunction with X-ray features.  Rather 
than replicating sacred designs, the cross-hatching in Kunwinjku bark painting tends to be treated as a 
feature which allows more personal expression…” (Taylor 1996: 34). Taylor points out that this was in 
part a response to growing market pressure for more colorful paintings (Taylor 1996: 74). 
 
10 Major regional ceremony associated with both Duwa and Yirridjdja patrimonies (Taylor 1996: 260). 
And Ryan references Taylor: “As Luke Talyor notes, the Lumaluma [Male Ancestral being of the 
Kunwinjku Mardayin myth] myth tells how ‘all the Mardayin sacred objects, the body paintings used in 
the ceremony as well as the human Ancestors of today’s clan groups were released from Lumaluma’s 
dead body when he died’” (Ryan 1990: 76).  And, “an animal infilled with a  rarrk design is considered 
to be like the Ancestral being wearing body painting in the Ancestral period” (Taylor 1996: 227). 
 
11 Ryan 1990: 77. 
 
12 See Berndt et al. 1982: 57. 
 
13 Taylor 1996: 241. 
 
14 Ryan 1990: 76. 
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15 See Fig. 3 depicting the Rainbow serpent with rarrk infill and billabongs denoted. 
 
16 Kunwinjku consider waterholes within clan lands to be the source and destination of a clan member’s 
spirit: “Inside the waterhole at Kakodbebuldi are all the spirits of people.  When people die the spirits 
go back there” (Wurrubirllibirl quoted in Taylor 1996: 55). 
 
17 Taylor 1996: 233. 
 
18 Ibid., 139. 
 
19 This phrasing is intended to consistently consider these aspects to be ontologically significant. 
 
20 From this point in the painting process the animal species would be delineated by the significant 
anatomical divisions with marks corresponding to the joints: the legs from the hip, the foot from the leg, 
forelegs, claws, tail, and body from head. Here the artistic variation comes in as a series of iconographic 
organs are deployed to flesh out the creature. Particular attention is paid to pockets where good fatty 
meat is located.  Rarrk patterning follows or replaces these motifs where appropriate and depending on 
the intended meaning of the painting.  And delineated within the animal form and/or rarrk patterning 
will be significant landscape features recognizable to initiated Kunwinjku (Taylor 1996: 135). 
 
21 Ibid., 138. 
 
22 Ibid., 138.  
 
23 Ibid., 139. 
 
24 The Wubarr ceremony is concerned with the responsibility of the Rainbow serpent for seasonal 
fertility.  It involves dancers wearing X-ray body paintings (‘cooked’ Ancestral beings: dead) and 
silhouette body paintings (‘raw’ Ancestral beings: living) (Taylor 1996: 237 & Berndt and Berndt 1951: 
114-38). 
 
25 “Kunwinjku perceive their ceremonies to be part of a system.  This systematic 
association…associates different ceremonies with different stages of the human, natural, and Ancestral 
life-cycles – cycles which are linked by means of the creative agency of the Mother, Yingarna or 
Ngalyod, the Rainbow serpent…. Kunwinjku believe that ultimately it was Yingarna who made all the 
ceremonies, all the lesser Ancestral beings and all humans [this includes white people]” (Taylor 1996: 
105). 
 
26 Trading the delicacy trepang, or sea cucumber. 
 
27 See Robertson 2008. 
 
28 Creagh and Otieno-Alego 2004. 
 
29 Gunning et al. 2009: 53. 
 
30 Auguste Comte’s positivist philosophy was published between 1830 and 1842 in Cours de 
philosophie positive. 
 
31 For a discussion of this see Jennifer Tucker, Nature Exposed: Photography as Eyewitness in 
Victorian Science, 82. 
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32 László Moholy-Nagy declares that there is no innovation with photography since Daguerre, with the 
exception of the X-ray, because photography always reproduces nature “in conformity with the rules of 
perspective.  Every period with a distinctive style of painting since then has had an imitative 
photographic manner derived from the painterly trend of the moment” (1969: 27). 
 
33 Gunning et al 2009: 61. 
 
34 Keller et al. 2009: 34. 
 
35 Keller et al. 2009: 34. 
 
36 The Kunwinjku artists often lay down a white ground denoting the outline of the animal before the 
interior is done in X-ray. 
 
37 William Henry Fox Talbot’s “Pencil of Nature.” An Account of the Art of Photogenic Drawing: or, 
the process by which natural objects may be made to delineate themselves without the aid of the artist's 
pencil (London: Royal Society, 1839). 
 
38 Keller 2004: 1. 
 
39 See Michel Foucault’s Birth of the Clinic: An Archeology of Medical Perception, reprint published by 
Routledge, 2003, 154. 
 
40 Gunning et al. 2009: 52. 
 
41 Kevles 1997: 146. 
 
42 Earlier I quoted Taylor using the same quotations around ‘proof’ when he described the meaning of 
Bobby Barrdjaray’s story about the “man before.” 
 
43 The extended meaning of the Kunwinjku word for bone, kunmurrng, mentioned earlier. 
 
44 Benjamin, Walter 1968: 233. 
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